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PREFACE…… 

 

I am very excited to present before you ANNUAL REPORT of the academic year 

2019-2020.Various curricular and co-curricular activities were  conducted  in school to 

enhance overall development in students. 

Many activities, interschool competitions, celebrations, field trips were carried out to 

make students aware of social norms and help them to adjust in society. Field visit of 

senior class students was taken to Keshav Seva Sadhana’s vocational training center-

Bicholim, to show activities conducted in other school, and to learn and implement any 

new tasks followed by them in our school. 

Class wise and common parent- teacher meetings were held as per the schedule. 

Parents were involved and trained to take some speech, occupational and physio  

therapy activities at home. 

‘GEET RAMAYAN MAHANATYA’     was a feather in cap ,which involved whole 

Lokvishwas as a unit and presented a fantastic event,with tremendous efforts of 

student ,teachers, parents and the director .This mahanatya was appreciated all over 

Goa and a history was created. 

Academic year had to be stopped in mid March due to COVID-19,as it badly affected 

the people all over the world. As our Government decided to lockdown the state , 
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regular school , activities, exams , night camp , summer camp, had to be cancelled .This 

surely affected the students progress but we were helpless. 

But I will try my best to plan and implement innovative ideas and activities to overcome 

the loss and will hope to start the new academic year with full positive energy to see 

overall development of students and to improve tone of the institution. 

 

Mr. ARVIND KUNDALIK MORE 

              (HEADMASTER) 

 

 

 

Lokvishwas  Pratishthan’s  SPECIAL  SCHOOL  Dhavali  Ponda  

This is a school ..  for special children,which involve intellectually disabled, 

learning disabled, ADHD, autistic, physically challenged ,sensory impaired 

and many more associated disabilities. 

Each child is very special and we look into proper assessment, training and 

development of each child. This task is taken up by a multidisciplinary 

team which involves Management, Headmaster, Special Educators, 

Therapists- speech therapist, physio-therapist, occupational therapist ,art 

teacher, music teacher,  sports teacher, psychologist, helpers, and all 

office staff. 

We also are thankful to social groups ,volunteers, donors,facilities , 

faculties, and team of doctors who are always our support and guide us for 

better development of our institution. 
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SPECIAL EDUCATION  

As this is a Special school ,daily routine is planned to help child acquire maximum  

benefits of being here. 

The day starts with morning prayers {8 manache shlok , Hich amuchi prarthana 

prayer } telling and changing day date on notice board, and singing national 

anthem with audio support of music and recording so that it helps them to be in 

tune and the music starts the day with positive energy.  

It is followed by Birthday celebration- if any of student , and small functions - 

if any prizes are won by students out side school for any competitions ,which 

motivates them and also other students .  
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Students go to their respective classes as they are divided according to their 

age and ability in Care group, Preprimary, Primary I ,II and III, secondary,  

Prevocational I,II,Autism and Vocational classes. 

The grouping is done by assessing child at the beginning of the academic year by 

using the checklist developed by our teachers. Annual Goals (syllabus) teaching 

aids and material is made by teachers for teaching. 

In the classrooms student teacher ratio is 8:1 for mild and moderates, and 4:1 

for severe and profound students,helpers accompany teacher wherever 

necessary. 

Group teaching and IEP’S are taken to teach various skills like Personal [(self 

help) toileting dressing ,grooming,eating, drinking etc.] ,Social, Occupational 

,Domestic ,Recreational, Prevocational, Vocational orientation etc. 

IEP’S are planned for those who need more of one to one teaching or some 

personal skills or personal attention. 
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.  

 

Each special educator assesses the child 3 times in a year i.e. baseline 

assessment, 1st term assessment and 2nd term assessment. Planning of annual 

goals, implementation, evaluation and maintaining records of each child’s 

progress daily, monthly ,half yearly and yearly is done by each teacher. 

 File of each child is updated regularly and progress,suggestions  are discussed 

with parents in class wise and PTA meetings.  

After academic and co-curricular activities we wind up the day with assembly by 

singing patriotic song –Bala sagar bharat hovo… and finally students  disperse in 

queue to their respective buses.  

 

 

Along with Special Educators MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TEAM that supports the 

development of child are:- 

 

1} SPEECH THERAPIST: Mr Balkrishna Shinde takes speech therapy for 

students,as he takes personal sessions to improve receptive -expressive 

language, oral massages are given, communication skills ,vocabulary etc are 

focused. Students benefit from the sessions and development is seen with 

follow up from the parents and teachers. 
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2} PHYSIOTHERAPIST: Dr. Gauri Wagh Kamat (daily)and Mrs. Purvi Pai (on 

alternate day)work as Pediatric  physiotherapist  which is very essential for 

optimal development of our children. It plays a very important role for 

improvement of their posture, increase fluidity of movements, enhancing 

balance and coordination and most importantly prevent any developing 

contractures .The physiotherapist specifically works to improve their range of 

motion, strength and mobility of ribcage to improve breathing and hence lung 

volume. 

The student receive physiotherapy according to their level of impairments. 

Individual sessions are conducted to target specific goals formed according to 

each child after structured assessment. Group sessions are conducted for 

weight training as well as to improve activity level of child.    

 

 

 

3} OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST: Mr. Amit Karwande ,held group as wel as 

personal sessions of occupational therapy ,according to need and requirement to 

built self confidence, group behavior, mental health and physical development. 

He held sessions for parents and also made them to continue the tasks at home 

to see better results.  

 

4} PSYCHOLOGIST: Ms. Sukanti Gaonkar ,a clinical psychologist assessed the 

students in need .Sessions were planned play to dance ,from dance to music, and 

than to art therapies were implemented on the students that were  referred by 
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parents and teachers. She also took workshop for teachers and counseling 

sessions for parents. 

 

5} ART TEACHER: Mrs Shweta Chari –Art teacher focuses on teaching 

students different types of printings , paintings, drawings, and colorings and 

make life of students colorful.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6}MUSIC TEACHER: Mr Shivdas Chari tried to train 15 students in Ghumat 

and Shamel instruments, from handling to playing it skills taught gave them 

mental relaxation ,improved listening skills, memory, motor co-ordination,etc. 

and made them happy. 7 of them participated in Ghumat Arati Mohatsav and 4 

students took part in Suvari Vadan at NAB, Panaji. 
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7}PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER: Mr Suresh Naik , physical education 

teacher takes different games like badminton, tennis ,ball games, bocce, skating 

,carrom, chess, ringostik etc. for students regularly. Students enjoy game 

period and physical and cognitive development is seen with lot of fun. 

 

 

 

 

8} COMPUTER TEACHER: Mr Sushan Gholkar teaches elder students- Parts 

of laptop, their use, some skills like how to operate MS Word, paint brush, to 

open close and save files etc. Students enjoy sessions of computer, which 

improves fine motor and cognitive strengths of students. 
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 9} HELPERS/AAHYAS :The non teaching staff plays a major role in 

maintaining cleanliness of the classrooms ,toilet and premises of school, which 

plays a important role to keep students healthy. They also help to toilet train 

students, clean them whenever necessary and  also wash the utensils used at 

Tiffin time by students. 

 

10} PARENTS: The main support to help the school grow are the parents who 

bring their child to school inspite of facing lots of difficulties like transport, 

health issues ,aging of parents , growing weight of child who needs to be 

carried,, etc. etc. And the constant support that they give us to conduct various 

celebrations , functions and activities across the year.  

 

 

INNOVATIVE  ACTIVITIES 

➢ First day activity  

On 06th June 2019, school reopened for the academic year 2019-20. 
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All students were welcomed with craft activity; all members present gave their hand print on 

the front staircase wall of the school. 

After long vacation of 2 months Students forgot some skills taught in the previous year to 

revise the skills in a entertaining way. Mrs. Savita Dessai with support of Mr. Arvind More 

planned tomogram was a fun way to revise the craft skills and to dip hands in color and print 

it on the front wall of the school. Tomogram is a making 7 pieces of a square paper and 

rearranges it in different ways to improve hand functions, fine motor Development, and color 

concept &eye hand coordination. 

 

➢ WATERPLAY 

Water play gives opportunity to improve fine as well as gross motor skills of children & also 

help to develop eye hand co-ordination through activities like pouring, scrubbing & 

squeezing. 

Water play was executed in our school by Mrs. Sakshi Thakur with support of staff Mrs. 

Bhakti Shirodkar & Mrs. Deepti Naik for students of age below 12 yrs. on 28th June 2019. 

Activities like passing water balloons, pouring water, squeezing sponge, splashing water, 

bottle fountain, playing in rain water, & most enjoying part was rain dance were held to give 

sensory stimulation to children. 

  

 

➢ SELF DEFENCE 

On Thursday 11/07/219 “Self Defense “workshop was held for senior students. 

Faculty for the workshop Mr. Deepek Kurade presented many demonstrations of self 

protection with support of his trainees from other schools. He also explained about what are 
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self defense, different technique, and easy methods to defend self. He also taught simple 

technique to our students how  to protect self from somebody who attacks you. 

He also demonstrated certain technique by using sticks, chain. 

From this activity our teachers Mrs. Radha Alawani, Mrs. Shanti Upadhye and Mrs. Tanvi 

Chavan, demonstrated and gave firsthand experience to students of how to use our body parts 

like hands, legs to defend self from enemy.  

 

 

➢ FIELD VISITS 

Firsthand experience is always very useful for development of any person  

*Senior group (of 44 students & 06 staff) Pre voc II A, B & C & vocational A, B, C ) classes 

went for 1st field trip at Kodar agriculture farm. Mr. Omkar Dessai gave information about 

various plants and seplings. This visit helped us to make our children aware of different 

plants and their uses & importance in our life. 

Field visit was held under guidance of Mrs. Rina Nadkarni, Mrs. Dish Wadkar, Mrs. Shanti 

Upadhye & Mrs.Radha Alavani, Mrs., Sakshi Thakur & Mr. Shivdas Chari.  

 

*Junior group (Pre Primary, Primary I, II, and III & Autistic  class were taken to St. Anne’s 

Church – Ponda. On19/07/2019. Student’s saw of St. Anne’s church father Mr. Tony gave 

information about church and its historical background. 

By this visit students visited public places and also travelled in a bus which was a nice 

experience for all.  
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This visit was held under guidance of Mrs. Bhakti Shirodkar, Mrs. Sunita Shinde, Mrs. Tanvi 

Chavan, Mrs. Siddhi Joshi, Mr. Baban Kharwat & Dipti Naik  

 

  

 

*Field trips of care group A,B,C & D was taken to Kapileshwari temple on Monday  

25/11/2019 Monday ,students were made to see the idol of Kapileshwar and the lake in front 

of temple . They were also made to sit in the temple for some time to experience the 

surrounding environment. This visit enhanced social development as they were made to stand 

in row, keep silence and adjust to the environment. Miss. Yoginisha Gaude, Miss. Siddhi 

Gurav, Mrs. Kirti Naik and Mr. Nilesh Sawant were the teachers to lead the groups. 

  

 

 

*2nd  Field trips of (Pre Primary, Primary I, II, III & Autistic ) class was taken to Robotic 

Animal Exhibition at Ponda on 22/11/2019 , where students got opportunity to see different 

types of animals & some students identified animals by their names & recognized sounds of 

animals. 

Staff accompanied the students were Mrs. Deepti Naik, Mr. Shubham Gaonkar, Mrs. Bhakti 

Shirodkar, Mrs. Tanvi Chavan, Mr. Baban Kharavat, Mrs. Siddhi Joshi, Mr. Ricardo, Mr. 

Bhanudas Gaude & Mrs. Malini Naik  
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*2nd field trip of senior group went to Keshav Seva Sadhana’s Vocational Centre on 1/2/2020. 

Vocational Education and Training is very important in today’s world. Mrs. Sakshi Thakur, 

Mrs. Radha Alawani & Mr. Shivdas Chari organized the field visit at Keshav Seva Sadana 

Special School to look out their vocational set up and to make our students to know about 

their production work, marketing and other work related skills. 40 students, 05 teachers & 01 

helper visited the set up. 

➢ PICNIC 

On Friday 7/2/2020,school picnic was taken to mayem lake and handmade tile workshop. 

Students enjoyed nature and jungle gym and travelling in a bus ,eating lunch with friends. 

Picnic was planned under guidance of Mrs.Siddhi Joshi, Mr.Sushan Gholkar,Mr.Shubham 

Gaonkar.  

  

 

 

➢ GEET RAMAYAN 

This was a major event planned for the year and preparation had started right from the start of 

academic year. Selection of characters, dancers, groups ,scripts, and  music etc. started under 

guidance of Director Mr. Jayendranath Halarnkar .Gradually,  teachers along with students of 

all branches were divided in groups like script, main choreography, dance choreography, 

main dance, narration etc… 
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Practice was taken regularly in main hall along with hearing impaired and visually impaired 

section students, which gave a great exposure of inclusive education for all. Staff was 

engaged in making props , materials, costumes, accessories for the drama. 

 

Combine practice  with all branches was taken . dress- rehearsal was also taken prior to the 

event on Ravindra Bhavan stage. 

On Sunday 12/01/2020, history was created when all the branches of Lokvishwas Pratishthan 

presented the GEET RAMAYAN MAHANATYA , in front of the audience from all over 

Goa. The efforts of all students, staff , parents and director were appreciated all over Goa. 

 

CELEBRATIONS 

Along with the curricular activities we also celebrated  various occasions like different 

Festivals ,National days, Birth and Death anniversaries of  National heroes, birthdays 

etc. so that our children are aware of the customs ,rituals , develop  patriotism and 

learn to respect .This celebrations help us to motivate students to work together 

,respect all traditions. They learnt concepts like  unity , dignity, equality i.e. value 

education without any restrictions in natural setting. 
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Here are the celebrations conducted during the academic year 2019-2020. 

 

❖ On Friday 07th June 2019 RAMZAN EID was celebrated in our school. Our Ex-parent Mrs. 
Parvin Kazi gave information & demonstrated how to pray Namaz by making students to 
perform Namaz, and then she prepared shirkurma & gave to all staff & students. This 
programme was organized by Mr. Arvind more, Mrs. Sunita Shinde & Mrs. Keerti Naik. 

 

 

 

❖ On Friday 21/06/2019, INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY  was celebrated in school under the In 
charge ship of Mr. Arvind More, He explained the importance of yoga and brief history of 
when & how yoga day was started. Yoga sessions where held for young group as well as 
elder group of students and some of the parents also participated for the third yoga 
session of the day. 

This day benefited students and parent as More sir explained the yogasanas and pranayam 
to be regularly done at home. He also told parent to do yoga regularly and also make their 
child to do yogasanas every day. 

This programme was organized by Mr. Arvind more, Mrs. Radha Alawani & Mr. Suresh Naik. 
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❖  VANAMOHATSAV was celebrated on 6/07/2019,in presence of Deputy Range Forest 
officer Mr.Milind Karkhanis ,  by planting plants class wise. Importance of trees and how 
to grow them and take care of them, not to cut them  was told to students under 
guidance of teachers Mrs. Savita Desai ,Mrs. Disha Wadkar and Ms Siddhi Gurav.   

 

 

 

 

❖  GURU POURNIMA  was celebrated on 16/07/2019. Information about Guru Pournima was 
given to students under in-chargeship of Mrs Shweta Chari, Mr. Nilesh Sawant and Ms. 
Siddhi Gurav.  
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❖ LOKMANYA TILAK PUNYATITHI was celebrated on 01/08/2019 in different way as    this 
time students Mast Harsh Laad, Ms Neha Mauzekar and Mast Prathamesh Gaude were trained 
to give informational speech on Lokmanya Tilak and Mast Sahil Sawant was dressed as 
Lokmanya . Lokmanya Tilak was worshiped by More sir. 

The day was planned and executed under guidance of Ms Siddhi  Gurav ,Mrs Sakshi Thakur and 
Mrs Siddhi Joshi. 

 

 

 

    
❖ On Saturday 03/08/2019 NAGPANCHAMI was celebrated in school. Information about the 

occasion was given to students & Idol of Naga was worshiped, various aratis were sung by 
students. 

How every animals is important and useful to us was explained to students. They enjoyed 
the day as Mehandi was also put on hands of students. This day was organized by Mrs. Kirti 
Naik, Mr. Shubham Gaonkar, & Mr. Baban Kharavat.  

 

 

❖ On 14/08/2019, member of Lions Club,Ponda, celebrated RAKSHA BANDHAN by 
tying rakhis to all students Mast. Heramb Telang of Day care gave information about the 
festival. President of Lion’s Club Mr. Nitin Velingkar guided students, compering of function 
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was done by Mrs. Medha Mulgaonkar and vote of thanks was proposed by more sir. Sweets 
were distributed to students by member of Lion Club (Lion Club sponsored 170 rakhis of Rs. 
1700/-)  

 

 

 

 

❖ INDEPENDENCE DAY was celebrated in our school on Thursday 15/08/2019 by wishing flag 
in hands of Mr. Uday Chari. Mrs. Savita Dessai, Mr. Vinod Satarkar, gave speech on the 
importance of the day. In charge of programme was Sidharth Swar.  

 

 

 

 
 

❖ Idol of Ganesha was worshiped in school on Thursday 29/08/2019 and all students & staff 
celebrated GANESH CHATURTHI with enthusiasm by singing various aratis. 
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This festival taught students  unity, working together, helping each other and treating all 
religious equal. In charge of festival were Yoginisha Gaude, Mr. Shivdas Chari & Mr. Nilesh 
Sawant. 

 

 

 

❖ On Saturday 24/08/2019 GOKULASHTAMI was celebrated in school. Radhakrishna Fancy 
dress competition was held on this occasion for student, which develop self confidence 
in students & creativity in parents. 

Dahi Handi was made on the occasion to develop unity, and nature of helping each other in 
students as well as staff. 

This was celebrated under guidance of Mrs.Sunita Shinde ,Mrs. Siddhi Joshi and Ms Tanvi 
Chavan.  

 

❖ TEACHERS DAY was celebrated in school on Tuesday 10/05/2019. The programme was 
organized by PTA, our parent Mrs. Veena Gaonkar gave introduction of the function. Mr. 
Savita Dessai gave information about teacher’s day. Dr. Sarvapali Radhakrishna was 
worshiped by More sir. Later all staff members were felicitated and offered flowers & 
gifts by students,followed by some entertaining games, and refreshment organized by 
PTA members Mrs. Kiran Gudekar President of PTA committee sponsored the function. 

Teachers Mrs. Disha Wadkar & Mrs. Savita Dessai were incharge of the function. 
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❖ On 2/10/2019 GANDHI AND SHASRTI JAYANTI was celebrated in school by worshiping 
great leaders Mahatma Gandhi and Lal Bahadur Shastri  and whole school and campus 
was cleaned by staff and students under guidance of Mr. Baban Kharwat, Mr. Shubham 
Gaonkar and Mr. Sushan Gholkar. 

 

 

❖ On 05/10/2019 SARASWATI POOJAN was held in the school campus ,all the sections 
participated and worshiped godess Saraswati ,students enjoyed sayings aratis and were 
served with Mahaprasad . Competition of making dish from rice was organized for 
parents.Students enjoyed the day with lots of music and food, and developed their 
personal and social skills. 

The celebration was organized by Mr. Susan Gholkar, Mrs. Tanvi Chavan, & Mrs. Deepti 
Naik. 
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❖ NATIONAL CEREBRAL PALSY DAY was celebrated on 17th October 2019(Thursday) in 
Lokvishwas Pratishthan. by conducting awareness talk on cerebral palsy – causes, preventive 
measures, intervention, early detect on was given to Anganwadi sevika of Ponda taluka by 
physiotherapist Dr. Gauri Kamat Wagh. 

Mrs. Yoginisha Gaude provided information on various services given by Govt. for children. 
Mrs. Kirti Naik hosted the programme. Headmaster Arvind More briefed the audience about 
cerebral palsy. Total 120 participants attended the programme. 

 
 

❖ On 22/10/2019 DIWALI was celebrated in school by showing students stories of  of 
Diwali through video presentation, how it is celebrated by goans and students were 
made to draw rangoli and light lamps. Sweets and tiffin was prepared and served in 
school, under  guidance of Mrs. Sakshi Thakur and Ms. Tanvi Chavan. 
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❖ CHILDREN’S DAY celebrated was celebrated on 14/11/2019 in the school enthusiastically 
Coloring competition was conducted by Samrat Club of Ponda and they sponsored the 
prizes and refreshment (Sweets) for the students. 

The hall was decorated with balloons and students were made to wear colored dress and 
enjoyed the day with lots of colors, music dance and lots of prizes. 

This celebration was under guidance of Mrs. Bhakti Shirodkar, Mrs. Rina Nadkarni, and Mrs. 
Siddhi Joshi.  

 

 

 
 

❖ GOA LIBERATION DAY was celebrated on 19/12/2019, under guidance of Mr. Kushta 
Solyeker and Mr. Suresh Naik by hoisting national flag . Impotrance of keeping our 
surroundings clean and green and giving justice to our freedom struggle was the 
message given to all on this day.  
Prize distibution of top six of last academic  year was done on the same day.   
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❖ CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION  was done with full enthusiasm, on Friday 21/12/2019,hall 
was decorated ,crab was made which showed birth of Jesus Christ and father of st. Ann’s 
Church told story of Jesus and guided our students ,carol singing was done by few 
members from church .Sweets were also  distributed to students.  

 

 

  

 

 
 
 

❖ SAVITRIBAI PHULE JAYANTI was celebrated in school on 31/1/2020,by offering garland 
to the Great Women Savitribai Phule and telling information about the social activities 
and educationist women Savitri bai Phule. 

The programme was planned and executed by teachers  Yognisha Gaude, Nilesh Sawant and 
Radha Alawani. 
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❖ REPUBLIC DAY was celebrated on 26/01/2020 by hoisting flag in hands of Smt. Kundaikar 
patriotic singing ,speeches of teachers and informative talk of Smt. Kundaikar inspired 
all. Chocolates were distributed to all students and staff. 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

❖ NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY was celebrated on 28/2/2020,students were given chance to 
perform various experiments under supervision of teachers Baban Kharwat ,Radha 
Alawani and Siddhi Gurav.  
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❖ HOLI  CELEBRATION  was done on Wednesday 11/3/2020, a story about holi ,was shown 
to students on screen and face and hand paintings were done for students and finally all 
enjoyed playing with various eco friendly colors of holi .  

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

❖ BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS: Most exiting celebration for students is their birthday 
celebrated in school by their teachers and friends by singing Konkani birthday song. AAJ 
TUJO VADH DIS…and distribution of sweets ,chocolates or biscuits. 
 
Some guests also come to  celebrate their child’s or families birthday with our student.  
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INTRA SCHOOL COMPETITIONS 

Competition is a sporting activity that takes place between two or more pupil . This creates a 

condition to use optimum capacity to do their best. So we give this opportunity for our 

students to find out their best in various skills. 

#On Saturday 24/6/2019 ,1st indoor game competition of the academic year was held under 

guidance of teachers Mrs Shanti Udadhye ,Mrs Sakshi Thakur and Mr. Suresh Naik. The 

theme of competition was BALL .Different games were taken using ball to improve students 

motor skills eye- hand, eye- leg, eye-hand-leg coordination and body balance. 

 Games like 1)To drop the ball out through the hole punched in the paper box.                              

2)To pass the ball from one basket to other by holding ball in knees similarly in                               

elbow                                                                                                                                                       

3)To put ball in plastic cone by running.                                                                                                   

4)To pass the ball using hockey stick between two cones and  many more                          

Students enjoyed the games very much.  
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#2ND INDOOR GAME COMPETITION 

On 10/8/2019 ,2nd indoor game was held for all students ,and the topic was passing objects. 

Students were divided according to their level and passing ball , jumping in and passing hula- 

hoop , jumping through and passing ring , passing body from  hula-hoop etc games were 

taken on music . 

Students developed gross motor skills ,body awareness ,learned importance of quickness 

from the activities .The competition was taken under supervision of teachers Mr Suresh Naik, 

Mrs Siddhi Joshi, and Mrs Yognisha Gaude. 

 

#FANCY DRESS COMPETITION: On eve of Gokulashtami on 28/08/2019,26 students 

participated in Radha Krishna fancy dress competition.They were divided in 6 groups 

according to their age. Teachers Mrs Sunita Shinde ,Mrs Siddhi Joshi and Ms Tanvi Chavan 

planned and organized the competition.  
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#GREETING CARD COMPETITION: 

Greeting card making competition on topic DIWALI was conducted on Friday 27th 

September 2019.This competition showcased innovative ideas of parents of 27 students who 

actively participated.  Practice and required material was provided by parents themselves. 

Students were divided in 6 groups according to their skills of painting ,sticking etc. 

The competition improved fine motor and awareness of new material to students. 

The competition was held by Mr. Shivdas Chari,Mrs Sakshi Thakur and Mrs Shweta Chari. 

 

 

 

#COLOURING COMPETITION was held for all students on 14/11/2019 on the occasion 

of Children’s day .Students showed their talent of colouring within border,colouring 

combination,printing with crumbled paper which filled colours in given pictures.Students 

improved their fine motor and gross motor skills by participating in competition.  
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#CRAFT COMPETITION  was organized on Saturday 18/01/2020.Pasting shape of 

Sunflower petals ,cutting petals of sunflower and pasting them were the activities taken for 

the competition. Students understood shapes colour of sunflower and also showed their talent 

in cutting ,pasting and folding of paper to make sunflower. 

The competition was held under planning of teachers Mrs Disha Wadkar,Mrs Shanti 

Upadhye and Mrs Kriti Naik.  

 

  

 

 

# On Monday 24/2/2020 COOKING COMPETITION was held for all  students ,they were 

grouped  according to their capacity of home science skills . Aim of the competition was to 

promote home science skills like identification and sorting of eatables, according to shapes 

sizes and colours, hand functions , measurements , safety, skills and sensory skills .  

The competition was successfully held under teachers Mrs Sunita Shinde ,Mrs Yognisha 

Gaude and Ms Tanvi Chavan. 
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OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 

#GREETING CARD DESIGN COMPETITION  

5 students Neha Mauzekar ,Purvi Phadtye, Harsh Laad, Chirag Naique and Akash Mainath 

were trained by Mrs.Shweta Chari, for All Goa Greeting Card Design Competition organized 

by Bal Bhavan Kendra for special students . 

The competition for Ponda taluka was held at Government school Sadar Ponda on 27th 

July2019on topic Diwali, Christmas& New year. 
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The prize distribution was held on 30th  August at Panaji Bal bhavan Kendra. Our student 

Purvi Phadtye won 3rd place . 

 

#On 22/8/2019 our students participated in ALL GOA DRAMA FESTIVAL organized by 

GSSA and won   1st  prize for  drama, direction ,production value, script to Mr. Ramdas 

Parvatkar and  Mast Tukaram Sangonkar won  best male actor.  

Credits of the win goes to Mr Ramdas Parvatkar ,Mr Balkrishna Shinde ,Mr Baban Kharwat . 

Mr Shubham  Gaonkar volunteered the event 

.  

 

#ALL GOA GHUMAT AARTI MOHATSAV was organized by our school on 31/08/2019 at  
Rajiv Gandhi Kala Mandir Ponda .14 special schools from all over Goa participated in the 
event . Our students  also participated  in the Mohatsav  training was given to students  by 
Mr. ShivdasChari and Mr. Sushan Gholkar.   

 

# 18 students were trained and participated in ALL GOA DRAWING COMPETITION  on 

1st October 2019,organized by Disha school Panaji at club de Gasper Dias ,Miramar . 

Mast Salman Khan won 1st prize for recognized shape,  

Mast Sagun Kolpate won 1st prize for go green , 

Mast Varun Karmarkar won 2nd prize for go green.  
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The students were trained by teachers Mrs Shweta Chari ,Mrs Bhakti Shirodkar Mrs Sunita 

Shinde.  

 

 

 

#10 students of age below 15 years performed DEVA SHRI GANESHA dance in ALL GOA 

DANCE COMPETITION organized by Gujarathi Samaj Educational Trust Madgao on 2 

/10/ 2019 Won 3rd prize . 

Students were trained by staff Mrs Rina Nadkarni ,Mr Shivdas Chari and Ms Ankita Satarkar. 

This performance helped to improve social and personal development ,it also enhanced stage 

confidence and communication skills of  students.  

 

 

# Mast Sahil Sawant and Mast Rahul kumar Jaswal were selected for Special Olympics 

Bharat (Goa) in Football game for National Coaching Camp held at Haridwar Uttarakhand 

from 15/11/2019 to 20/11/2019.
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#5students participated in ESPN Unified Volleyball Competition organized by Special 

Olympic Bharat(Goa) at St. Xavier Academy Special School Old Goa on 23/11/2019 and 

won 4th place under training of  teacher Mr Suresh Naik.  

 

 

#Mast Sahil and Mast Rahul Kumar Jaswal attended National Coaching Camp Football 

organized by Special Olympic Bharat  Kerala .from 2/12/2019 to 7/12/2019 at Nirmala sadan 

special school Moorattupuzha Kerala under coaching of Mr Suresh Naik 

 

 

#On occasion of 71st Goa Libration Day His Excellency Shri Satya Pal Malik , Governor of 

Goa had invited our special students at his residence at Dona Paula.   

 

#Students Arati Satarkar ,Varun Karmalkar, along with teachers Yognisha Gaude and Baban 

Kharwat and Suresh Naik participated in STATE LEVEL BOCCE GAME 18/01/2020 

organised by Disha School Panaji. 
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#On Sunday 26/01/2020 ,on the eve of Republic day our students performed a dance on 

DEVA SHRI GANESHA ,at Kranti Maidan Ponda and later attended programme ‘HOW IS 

THE JOSH ‘ along with teacher Mrs Rina Nadkarni ,Shivdas Chari and attendant Mrs Lata 

Gaude. 

Students learn to develop social and communication skills by performance at new place. 

 

#Mast Rahul kumar Jaswal was selected for Aquatic Training Camp at Maharatshtra from 

27/1/2020 to 31/01/2020. 

 

#4 students attended Advance National Coaching Camp Football game organized by SOB 

(Goa )on 28/1/2020 at Youth Hostel Miramar Panaji Goa with coach Mr Suresh Naik.  

 

 

 

 

#On Saturday 15/2/2020,4 students participated in BOCCE and 2 students participated in 

Badminton game organized by special Olympic Udan and BITS Pilani at Vasco. Mast Anil 

Naik won 1st prize in badminton.  
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They were escorted by our staff Mr. Sushan Gholkar and Mrs Bhakti Shrirodkar. 

 

 

 

#On Wednesday 14/2/2020,Mrs Shweta Chari attended workshop on Goa Open Art Festival 

and a creative exercise along with 4 students at Mapusa organized by Siddarth Shah. 

 

#9 Students of our school were selected under coaching of Mr. Suresh Naik for the               

7-A side State level  Football  tournament for special children organized by the Good 

Shepherd organization at Our Lady Of Rosary Church ground Navelim Margao Goa on 

7/3/2020.  
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#Special Olympics Bharat (Goa )organized Young Athletes programme on 14/03/2020.at 

Lokvishwas Pratishthan’s special school Ponda Goa for athletes below 10 years.12 students 

and 5 staff participated as escorts and Mr Suresh Naik as Coach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MEDICAL CAMPS 
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Our teacher Mrs Rina Nadkarni  was in charge of all the medical camps held in the school during 

the year 2019-20. 

• On Tuesday 13/8/2019, SKIN CHECKUP camp was held in school by Dr. Gaurish Laad,for 

all the students. He guided parents and teachers to take proper care and medication to stay healthy. 

• On Friday 4/10/2019,free DENTAL CHECKUP  camp was conducted for students by Dr. 

Akshata and her colleagues from Dental college Bambolim. All students were checked, if needed 

cleaning and filling of teeth was done , parents and students were guided to keep the teeth clean.  

 

• Hepatitis B testing and Vaccination was given to all students and staff of the school ,1st dose 

was given on 11/12/2019,and 2nd dose was given on 14/01/2020. 

 
• As an attempt to develop a multidisciplinary approach developmental camp was organized 

with Pediatric Orthopedician  and Developmental Pediatrician so that individual opinion 

regarding their developmental progress and any additional intervention if required were sorted on 

Wednesday 26/2/2020. 

 

• The students having Down syndrome were also ensured to get complete check up done at 

PNRC since they organized Down syndrome check up camp in the month of February2020. 

MEETINGS AND WORKSHOPS FOR PARENTS 
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▪ 1st PTA meeting of the academic year 2019-2020 was held on 15/6/2019, host of the 

meeting was Mrs.Savita Desai. 

  

▪ Class wise parent teacher and headmaster meeting were conducted twice in the year in the 

month ofAugust and February .,to discuss progress of students and the problems faced by 

both parents and teachers. 

 

▪ Discussion, counseling  and training sessions were arranged by all therapists and special 

educators as and when needed individually. 

 

▪ 2nd PTA meeting was held on 23/10/2019,to give 1st term report. Geet Ramayan 

Mahanatya’s Director spoke to parents about the concept of the drama to be held in 

January and requested parents to volunteer . The meeting was hosted by Mrs Siddhi Joshi. 

 

▪ Few parents worked as volunteers for Geet Ramayan Mahanatya. 

 

 

▪ Cooking competition was arranged for parents on eve of Saraswati Poojan. 

 

▪ Workshop was organized for parents on Mental Health Day on 10/10/2019. 

 

▪ Session of yoga and Occupational therapy workshop was also arranged for parents . 

  

 

 

 

VISITS AND WORKSHOPS FOR TEACHERS 
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*Mrs Savita Desai and Mrs Siddhi Joshi visited Prism Foundation’s Schools in Pune to study 
integrated setup for special children and adaptations in syllabus.   

*Special Olympics Bharat organized Unified sports orientation programme at Sharada 
Mandir School Miramar Panaji ,our staff Mr Suresh Naik and Mr Sushan Gholkar attended 
the programme on 13/7/2019. They demonstrated the concept to all teachers in school on 
27/07/2019. 

*Mr Nilesh Sawant attended a workshop on Safer schools, Safer India organized by central 
fire station Ponda on 20/7/2019 and conveyed the message to all staff by conducting a 
speech on 27/07/2019. 

*Mr Sushan Gholkar and Mr Balkrishna Shinde attended meeting for DRAMA Competition 
at Disha School Panaji. 

*State level advocacy meeting on deaf blindness was organized by Caritas Panaji ,Mr Nilesh 
Sawant attended it on 13/9/2019. 

*Mrs Sakshi Thakur ,Mrs Yognisha Gaude and Mrs Bhakti Shirodkar attended CRE on 
Parents as equal partners in intervention at Gadhinglaj Kolhapur from 16/9/2019 to 
18/9/2019. 

*Happy feast organized by lions club madgao ,on 19/9/2019  was attended by Mrs Savita 
Desai and Shivdas Chari ,they participated in essay writing  competition on how to be happy.  

*Mrs Shanti Upadhye ,Mrs Radha Alawani Mr Kushta Solyrkar and Mr Shivdas Chari 
attended 5 days CRE on the topic ‘Co ordination difficulties ,assessment and intervention’ 
at Jeevdan Special School Kudal from 21/9/2019 to 25/9/2019. 

*Mrs Dipti Naik and Mrs Disha Wadkar attended CRE on Functional Academics at Savali on 
16 &17 November 2019. 

*Mr.Suresh Naik attended SOB Goa meeting regarding National Coaching Camp of Football 
on 29/11/2019. 

*Mrs Shweta Chari and Mr Baban Kharwat attended Art exhibition cum sale on 12 
December 2019 organized by Sangathat Carpe Diem at Majorda . 

*Mr Suresh Naik participated in World White Cane Day programme organized by 
Lokvishwas Pratishthan’s School for  Visually Impaired on 18/12/2019, from Mandovi Jetty 
to Kala Academy Panaji Goa. 

*Mr Siddarth Swar and Ms Siddhi Gurav attended CRE on Disability Rights & status in India 
Policy &programme from 20/01/2020 to 22/01/2020.  
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*Mr.Suresh Naik attended SOB Goa meeting regarding National coaching camp of roller 
skating and swimming on 21/1/2020. 

*Mrs Shanti Upadhye attended programme on Launch to make my neighourhood 
accessible campaign at Nalanda hall EDC building Panaji on 25/01/2020.  

*Psycologist of our school ms Sukanti Gaonkar had arranged a workshop on Mental Health 
and Counselling on 25/01/2020 for staff .  

 

*All staff members attended meeting with Director of Geet Ramayan . 

*All staff attended a talk on Updating Yourself by smt. Kundaikar on 26/01/2020. 

        *WOMENS DAY was made special for all ladies staff ,as male staff arranged a  celebration 
for them.                     

 

 

*0ur senior staff member was felicitated by all staff as she retired on 30/ 04/2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY CARE CENTRE 
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Lokvishwas Pratishthan’s Day Care centre is an established set up for the differently abled 

over the age of 21 years functioning since last 10 years. It was set up so that our children with 

special needs are employed gainfully under the guidance of special educators. The children 

often require special assistance & guidance hence cannot be employed independently. This 

sheltered workshop provides them with an opportunity to occupy them productivity which 

helps to improve their mental health and gain self confidence. 

These students are trained to make Seasonal/Occasional article such as Rakhi, Diwali 

Lantern, Wax Candles, Greeting Cards, Envelopes, Gel Candles, Decorative Rangoli Stencils, 

Folders, Paper Bags, Article Flowers, etc. which needs an effective platform to showcase 

their work. The revenue generated from the articles is been distributed amongst the students 

which is a reward for the hard work they put in for the work. 
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THANK YOU 

  

 
 


